6,000 LB. CAPACITY

DESCRIPTION

The Titan MRL-6000 is perfect for detailing your vehicles or doing brake and wheel work.

The mid rise scissor lift can effortlessly lift a 6,000 lb. vehicle up to one of its seven lock positions allowing you to work safely and comfortably.

LONG ARMS

Replace your standard length arms with these extra long arms, which will work with your existing lift and adapter pads. The long arms provide 8” in extra length to reach those wider framed vehicles, making it easier than ever to lift them up for some quick detailing or maintenance. (SOLD IN PAIRS)

SPECIFICATIONS

- Power Unit: 110V
- Amp Draw: 6-14 amp
- Length: 102”
- Width: 40”
- Min Height: 5.5”
- Max Height: 60”
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